Special on the election results by Toward Marxist-Leninist Unity
While Trump represented growing fascism

Biden Represents Imperialism as Usual
As Karl Marx pointed out: “The oppressed are allowed once every few years to decide which
particular representatives of the oppressing class are to represent and repress them.”
This is a lesson that must be learned by those participating in the celebrations of Biden’s victory.
They were mostly young members of the petty bourgeois, as were unfortunately most of the protestors
while Trump was in office. The workers should be the main ones mobilizing against all reactionary
policies.
Biden’s victory shows that bourgeois democracy still has some strength. When it is shaken, it can use
outright fascism or social democracy to shore up its interests. The defeat of Trump, and the refusal to
allow Sanders to win the Democratic Party nomination, show that the ruling class does not (yet) need to
use either of these.
Clearly, the majority of the bourgeoisie supported Biden. Not only was Trump too erratic, but he was
often seen as promoting his own personal business interests (as in his good relations with Putin) over the
interests of the U.S. ruling class as a whole. He also angered major U.S. allies, particularly in the
European Union, by placing tariffs on their exports, etc.
While Trump was a proto-fascist, that does not mean that most of his supporters were. Unfortunately,
there were many workers (mostly but not only white workers) who believed in Trump’s demagogy, such
as bringing back jobs.
One can see that a good number of working class (and petty bourgeois) supporters of Trump still had
a certain class instinct, at least on the economic level, by the example of Florida. While the state went for
Trump, a referendum for a $15 an hour minimum wage was passed with 60% of the vote, so a significant
number of Trump supporters also had to have voted for this.
If one recognizes any serious tactical differences between Trump and Biden, then I think my position
to only vote for Biden in “swing states” was correct. In several of these states, both “major party”
candidates got less than 50% of the vote, which meant that the results could have been swayed by “third
party” (mainly Libertarian) candidates. But in a “safe” Democratic state like New York, the Green Party
seems to have lost its ballot status, having won only about 23,000 votes. In 2016, Jill Stein won over
100,000 votes in New York State as the Green Party presidential candidate. Many who would have voted
Green wasted their vote on Biden, who would have won in New York anyway.
Where Did Biden Stand on Major Issues?
We must remember Biden’s position on major questions, both as Senator and as Vice-President under
Obama. He supported Obama when he deported more immigrants than any other president (including
Trump). He helped pass laws leading to mass incarceration, particularly of Black and other oppressed
peoples. He supported both invasions of Iraq. And he helped organize Obama’s trillion dollar bail-out of
the banks and monopoly corporations during the 2008-2009 crisis. He will undoubtedly give away more
trillions to the members of the ruling class (while giving crumbs to working people), but this will not be
sufficient to get the country out of Great Depression Two. He will also involve the US in more local wars,
while stepping up preparations for contention with imperialist rivals, particularly Russia and China, on a
world scale.
The Biden fervor will cool off after he takes office and shows that he is an ordinary imperialist
president. It is the task of serious progressive and revolutionary fighters to organize for a progressive
working people’s party that can take part in the class struggle in all arenas, including but certainly not
only the electoral arena. This must go along with the fight to build up a genuine mass Marxist-Leninist
party that can take the lead in the fight for socialism in the U.S.
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Below is the comment from progressive Green Party member Tom Siracuse in opposition to the
position put forward in the October 31 issue of Towards Marxist-Leninist Unity calling for a
vote for Biden only in “swing” states. My answer can be seen in the main article above.
I am shocked that the lead article in TMLU recommends that we vote for the other capitalist
stooge and imperialist-BIDEN. The rationale is that if Trump were re-elected, he would try to
impose a Nazi dictatorship and Biden would not. That is the rationale of the corrupt Democratic
Party! The author of the aforementioned article forgets that U.S. presidents do not run this
country; the capitalist ruling class, headquartered at Wall Street does. It is not in its interest at
this time to resort to an all out fascist regime. This election will have the most voters ever in our
history go to the polls. The overwhelming majority still believes this is a democracy and that
there is a real difference between the two major parties. Most voters are voting not on the issues
but out of fear that the other major party will win. Capitalism cannot solve and is largely
responsible for these existential issues--the climate crisis, the economic meltdown and COVID19. As Glenn Ford of the Black Agenda Report puts it, "The Democratic Party is not the 'lesser
of the two evils', it is the more effective."
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